
Term 3 PE planner - (Select your activity) 

Weeks 2 & 3 
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Number of participants: 1+ Curriculum level: P-6 

This planner covers 2 weeks 
 
Choose 1 or 2 activities to do per week. 

 

SCHOOL WIDE POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPORT (SWPBS) FOCUS: 

 We put equipment away when we finish using it 

Learning Intentions:  

 To look at an object when kicking it towards a target (F-2) 

 To place your non-kicking foot next to the object when kicking it (F-2) 

 To kick an object for distance (F-2) 

 To kick (pass) an object while stationary and on the move (3-6) 

 To kick towards a moving target (5-6) 
Success Criteria:  

 Eyes are focused on the object 

 Use the side of the foot for kicking 

 Step forward with non-kicking foot placed near the ball  

 Pass towards a moving target. 

Equipment/Space required:  
Space: These activities are safest if you can find some outdoor space e.g. garden, yard, or park. You can play 
some inside to but be careful of what is around you and use a soft object.  
Equipment: 

 Soccer ball  

 Form of ball 

 Balloons 

 Pair of socks 
At home modifications: 

 Can you make something you could kick e.g. a ball made of newspaper? Bunch of socks? Blow up a 
balloon? Teddy? 

 Can you find something you could use as markers? Cones? Clothes? Bottles? Plants? Wheelie bin? 

 Can you make your own target? Lego? Plastic cups? Wheelie bin? Cricket stumps? 
 

Prep to grade 2 Activities: 
1. Kick circus 

2. Knock em’ down 

3. Kick to kick 

4. Gates 

Grades 3 – 6 Activities: 
1. Keepings off 

2. Crab soccer 

3. Target kick 

4. Kick tennis 

SWPBS 

Any equipment you get out. Pack it up and put it in 
the correct place. 

 

  



Grades prep, 1 & 2 
Activity 1 – Kick circus 
Steps: 
 Find anything you can kick e.g. soccer ball/alternative (e.g. balloon, ball of socks, newspaper, sponge).  
 If kicking a round object e.g. soccer ball use the inside of your foot  

 Using the foot of your strongest leg, move ball slowly through a circuit with some cones/objects to move around. Use your toes, 
instep and try with your other foot. Move the ball around the markers. Keep the ball close to the foot and watch the ball.  

Modifications: 

 How can you move: fast/slow, like an animal, skip, jump? 
 How far can you kick the object? 

 Can you kick juggle: Keep the ball off the ground how many times (use a balloon for this)? 
  Can you pass the object to someone?  
 Can you make up a trick with the object?  

 

Activity 2 – Knock em’ down 
Steps: 

 Create a points system for hitting certain targets e.g. 1 point to knock down the toilet roll tower, 2 
points to knock down the water bottle. Spread out the items that you can find 
around the house.  

 Mark out a starting spot to start with the ball. 
 Use inside of the foot to kick the object to knock down targets. 

 Look at the ball and where you are aiming at. 

 Compete against yourself or a partner.  

 When you get confident, change: the starting spot and distance from the 
objects, points allocated.  

 

Activity 3 – Kick to kick 
Steps: 
 Using a soccer ball or rolling object 
 If you have a person to work with e.g. sibling, friend or adult start by facing each other quite close together, but so that you can 

kick to each other. If you are doing this by yourself, kick against a wall.  
 Using the inside of your foot and looking at the ball, step and kick to your partner. Stop the ball by ‘trapping’ the ball by putting 

your foot on top of the ball  
Modifications: 

 Make 10 successful passes, take one step back and make another 10 passes. How far can you go? 
Questions: 

 Where do you look when kicking the ball? 

 How does you kick change when you move further away from your partner or wall? 

Activity 4 – Gates 
Steps: 
 Set out some markers that resemble different goals or ‘gates’ (see image to the right). Have 

different sized goals or ‘gates’. 
 Use a soccer ball and the inside of your foot to move the ball through the gates. 

 Keep the ball as close to your feet as possible. 
 If you have a person to work with e.g. sibling, friend or adult start you could pass the ball 

through the gates/goal.   
Modifications: 
 How many gates can you go through or pass through in a certain time? 

 Can you colour code the gates and go through the course in a colour sequence e.g. red gate, 
green gate, blue gate, red gate, green gate, blue gate etc.  

Questions: 

 When you pass the ball to someone how can you stop the ball? 

 



 

Grades 3, 4, 5 & 6 

Activity 1 – Keepings off  
Steps: 

 You will need a sibling, friend or adult to play this game with you 
 With a soccer ball - 1 V1 try and keep the ball close to your feet and not allow the other person (defender) to 

get the ball. Change turns.  

 You can always add in a goal to score a point in.  
 Change to 2 V 1 or 2 V 2 as progression, if there are more people to play 
Questions: 
 What do you do with your body when someone is trying to defend you/get the ball from you? 

 How do you keep control of the ball? 

Activity 2 – Crab Soccer 
Steps: 
 Mark out a playing area with a goal at each end.  

 To start, sit and push up in the ‘crab’ position, with only your hands and feet touching the 
floor.  

 Then whilst moving with the ball, score a goal by kicking the ball into the goal.  
Modifications 
 If you can play against someone play 1 V1 or 2 V2. The aim is to score more goals than the other player or team.  

 Use only your right or left foot 
 Make the goals smaller or larger 
Questions 
 How do you keep your balance when kicking the object? 

 Which muscles do you use to keep your tummy up? Why might they get tired? 

 

Activity 3 –Target kick 
Steps: 

 Place some targets on the ground in different playing positions e.g. plastic bottles, teddies, food cans etc  
 Underneath each object place a player card. Your goal is to collect all the playing cards from underneath the objects, which you 

do so when you hit the target.   

 Mark a starting line/point like a penalty spot which is where you start each kick from.  
Modifications: 

 For all targets, could you give them a score value? You could play first to get X amount of points. 
 Could you make a kicking target out of an old box? 
Questions: 

 Was your game easy or difficult? 

 What would you change to your game to make it more enjoyable/harder? 

 How did you change your kick when you found you weren’t hitting the target?  
 

Activity 4 – Soccer (wall) tennis 
Steps: 

 Using a soccer ball or light plastic ball 
 Draw (tape) a line on the wall or fence – start with a low line and make higher as you improve 

 Kick the ball above the line, control the rebound and repeat. A point is awarded each time you can repeat this 

 When you can do five in a row (kick, control, kick again) try and kick continuously without stopping the ball 
Modifications: 

 Change the height of the line, or distance you stand from the wall 
 Change the type of ball you use 

 If there is another player try and see how many you can get in a row playing together 

 

 


